
Abbreviations
Abbreviations are allowed in most contexts as long as the abbreviated term is easily
recognizable to the reader.  In instances where the reader is not likely to immediately
understand the abbreviation, the full term should be used.

Campus Clubs and Organizations
For internal communication (i.e. to students), it is acceptable to use abbreviations of staple
student organizations (such as the Campus Activities Board, CAB) as it is generally assumed
that the audience will recognize the organizations.

For communication intended for non-students (such as prospective students, alumni, etc.),
organizations should have their full names presented for clarity.

Iowa Wesleyan University
Iowa Wesleyan University may be abbreviated exclusively to IW; never I.W., IWU, or IWC
(except in some historical referential contexts, see “University Name Change”).  Periods
should not be placed between the letters in the abbreviation.

Except in casual environments, such as on social media, the full name of the institution should
be spelled out before the use of an abbreviation.  However, “IW” should not be placed in
parentheses for identification after the full name (except in legal documents where this is
common practice).

The abbreviation of “IW” should appear only in instances where it is clear to the reader that Iowa
Wesleyan University is being referenced.  In cases where a lack of parenthetical clarification
makes it difficult for the reader to recognize the reference, the author can drop the word
“University” after the first instance.

Capitalization
Proper nouns should always be capitalized.  A proper noun is defined as a noun that denotes a
particular person, place, or thing, most often a name.  For example, “our mascot” is a
non-proper noun, whereas “Wesley Tiger” is a proper noun.

If a term is being used as part of a proper noun, it should be capitalized.

Divisions, Offices, and Departments
Official names and titles should be capitalized: Division of Nursing, the Office of Financial Aid.

The informal use of department and division names does not need to be capitalized: the
humanities division, the student development office.

Geographic Location
In the case of direction or regions, compass directions should not be capitalized unless at the
beginning of a sentence.



Example: Iowa Wesleyan University is located in the southeastern part of the state.

Regions often take the form of proper nouns and should be capitalized.
Example: Iowa Wesleyan University is a significant resource to the Southeastern Iowa region.

Commonly Confused Words
The following are commonly confused words.

Marshal
Marshal should always be spelled with one “L,” not two. In the event of having more
than one Marshal, the word should be pluralized. Example: The Grand Marshals of the
Homecoming parade are notable figures in the community.

Roundtable
While American English allows for “roundtable” to appear as either one or two words (two-word
variation: round table), Iowa Wesleyan has elected to use the one-word variation.

Their vs there vs they’re
“Their” is a possessive pronoun. Use “their” when indicating ownership.
“There” is an adverb. Use “there” when referring to a location, either general or specific.
“They’re” is a contraction of the words “they are.” See also, Apostrophes.

You’re vs Your
“You’re” is a contraction of the words “you are.” See also, Apostrophes.
“Your” is a possessive adjective. Use “your” when indicating ownership.

Degrees
Degrees should be referenced in consistent ways across all university media, including
punctuation and capitalization.
When stating the full name of the degree, use title capitalization.  No apostrophe should be used
within this context.  For example: Wesley Tiger received a Bachelor of Arts degree from IW.

Official program degree names (as indicated in the catalog for Iowa Wesleyan degrees) should
use title capitalization.

When referencing a degree without specifying the type (arts, science, etc.), it should appear in
sentence case.  Note that an associate’s, bachelor’s, or master’s degree will appear possessive
in a sentence (as indicated by an apostrophe-s).  For example: Wesley Tiger received a
bachelor’s degree in Wesleyan Studies from IW.

When referencing multiple degrees, the plural should be expressed through the word “degree”
as opposed to the degree type.  For example: Wesley Tiger received bachelor’s degrees in both
art and science.



Class Years
Class years should always appear after the name of an Iowa Wesleyan alumnus. When known,
anticipated class year should be used for current students.
When the century is obvious based on context, the class year should appear with an end
apostrophe (to indicate omission of the first two digits) and a two-digit year.  For example, if
Wesley Tiger graduated with his Bachelor’s in 2021, his name should appear in a publication as:
Wesley Tiger ’21.

If the alumnus has received more than one Bachelor’s from IW in separate years, each
graduate year should be listed from earliest to most recent, each separated by a comma:
Wesley Tiger ’19, ’21

If the alumnus has received a graduate degree from another institution, their class year should
appear before their post-nominal letters, separated by a comma: Wesley Tiger ’21, M.A.

If an alumnus has received a graduate degree from IW, regardless of where they received their
undergraduate degree, the class year should appear after the post-nominal letters:
(One undergraduate, one graduate at IW) Wesley Tiger ’21, M.A. ’23
(Two undergraduate, one graduate at IW) Wesley Tiger ’19, ’21, M.A. ’23
(One undergraduate, one graduate at IW, one graduate at another institution) Wesley Tiger ’21,
M.A. ’23, Ph.D.
(Only graduate at IW) Wesley Tiger, M.A. ’23

In cases where the century may be less obvious, such as when speaking about historical
alumni, spelling out “class of [year]” (with or without a comma, depending on context) will
provide greater clarity: Wesley Tiger, class of 1921.

Married Name Changes
It is understood that many individuals choose to change their last name after graduation, such
as when they get married. While the university wishes to respect the manner in which alumni
choose to present their names, this guide attempts to create a standard practice in instances
where no such preference has been given. When listing a couple, the class year should be
attributed to the respective alumnus.

If both people listed are alumni, each of their class years should be represented in a way that is
clear for a reader. In most cases, couples in which one person has changed their surname will
be listed as follows: One Pre-MarriedName ’YY and Two SharedName ’YY

In instances where the alumna elects not to include their pre-married surname, or they married
before graduating, remove the parenthesis: One ’YY and Two ’YY LastName.

In instances where each person within the couple has different last names, they should be listed
individually: One LastName ’YY and Two LastName ’YY.



If one person in the couple is not an alumnus, simply exclude the class year. Pre-married names
are not necessary for non-alumni except in cases of hyphenated names or special requests:
One Pre-MarriedName ’YY and Two SharedName OR One ’YY and Two SharedName

Institutional Graduates
“Alum” is commonly considered a highly casual way to refer to a graduate of the institution.  It is
generally acceptable to use in conversation or on social media but should be avoided in
professional or formal settings.
“Alumnus” is the formal way to refer to a single graduate of the institution.  While other
institutions may use the term to refer to either gender, we use “Alumnus” to refer specifically to a
male graduate or when a gender is not identified.
“Alumna” is the formal way to refer to a single female graduate of the institution.  “Alumna” is
never a substitute for “Alumnus.”
“Alumni” is used to refer to multiple graduates, particularly when regarding to multiple male or
mixed gender graduates.
“Alumnae” is used to refer to multiple female graduates.  “Alumnae” is never a substitute for
“Alumni.”

Iowa Wesleyan University does not use terms other than those listed above to refer to
graduates of the institution.

Post-Nominal Letters
As an institution of higher education, many of our staff and faculty have graduate degrees.
These degrees should be indicated at the end of their name with post-nominal letters.
Individuals should indicate what their post-nominal letters are based on their degree type.
Post-nominal letters should always appear after an individual’s name (except in the case of
doctorates when the individual’s name is prefixed with “Dr.”), separated from the name with a
comma; in the case of multiple post-nominal letters, such as when an individual has several
graduate degrees of varying types, each should be separated by a comma and listed from
smallest to largest or first to last, whichever is most applicable.

Each capital letter within an individual’s post-nominal should be separated by a period.  For
example: M.A. (not MA), Ph.D. (not PhD, Ph.D, or P.h.D.).  See examples in “Class Years.”

Punctuation
Iowa Wesleyan University uses typical American English grammatical and punctuation rules
through all internal and external communication materials.  Please be mindful that different
English-using countries may have alternative rules and guidelines.

Ampersands
Ampersands should generally only be used as part of a proper noun (i.e., when it is part of the
name of an office, company, course title, etc.).  It should not be used to replace the word “and”



in formal writing; however, it may be an acceptable shortcut on Twitter or similar mediums where
there is a character limit.

Apostrophes
Apostrophes serve one of four purposes:

1. As a part of a contraction (do not = don’t) or, informally, for another omission of one or
more letters.

2. To denote possession, particularly in reference to a noun (“the tiger’s stripes,” which
indicates stripes belonging to the tiger).

Note that an associate’s, bachelor’s, or master’s degree will appear possessive in a
sentence.  For example: Wesley Tiger received a bachelor’s degree in Wesleyan Studies
from IW. See also, Degrees.

3. On rare occasions, an apostrophe may be used to indicate a plural when other forms of
pluralization may be unclear (in reference to multiple letters, “As” may appear to be a
word and should be written “A’s” however “RAs” is clear and does not need an
apostrophe).

Dates and years should not include apostrophes except in the case of possession:
1990s not 1990’s; Wednesdays not Wednesday’s.

4. To indicate the graduate year(s) of an alumnus or expected graduation year of a current
student. NOTE: When the font allows, class year apostrophes should always be the
“ending” apostrophe in which the bottom curves toward the left; in all other cases, it
should be a neutral/non-pointed apostrophe (strictly vertical). See also, Class Years.

Commas
For clarity, use an Oxford or serial comma before the conjunction in a series of three or
more items: “Iowa Wesleyan, University of Iowa, and SCC.”
No comma is necessary before an ampersand, even if it is the serial comma before the
last item in a list: “Iowa Wesleyan, University of Iowa & SCC.”

Hyphens
Hyphens should be used when three or more words are used to form an adjective, even when
some of the words would not normally be hyphenated.  For example: “High-school-aged
students are thinking about college.”  Not: “High school-aged students are thinking about
college.”

The following frequently used terms should be hyphenated:
● first-year or first-time students
● full-time or part-time students



● on-campus and off-campus
● non-traditional student(s)
● pre-professional and other academic fields beginning with “pre”
● Work-study (as a program)

The following frequently used terms may grammatically appear with or without a hyphen, but
Iowa Wesleyan University has opted that they should not be hyphenated (unless used as part of
a three or more word adjective):

● Service learning
● First generation/first gen
● Ethnic classifications such as “African American” or “Native America”

When referring to an academic year, use the following format: 2007-08, not 2007-2008.

Parentheses
The use of parentheses is common for providing clarifying information without breaking the flow
or structure of a sentence.  Parentheses should rarely be used independently of another
sentence.  Further, parentheses should be enclosed within the sentence it is making a reference
to and thus should be placed before the period when at the end of a sentence.

For example:
All students should be in contact with Career Development (located in the Tiger Station).
Not
All students should be in contact with Career Development. (Located in the Tiger
Station).

Parenthetical asides may consist of multiple sentences; however, authors should consider
restructuring content to avoid this as it can cause the text to become overly complicated for a
reader to follow.

Quotations
When placing content/quotes in quotation marks, commas and periods that are not part of the
original quoted content may be added and should appear within quotation marks.

For example:
Wesley Tiger once said, “Iowa Wesleyan students are fantastic.”
Not
Wesley Tiger once said, “Iowa Wesleyan students are fantastic”.

Punctuation that may change the meaning of a sentence, such as exclamation or question
marks, should be included outside of quotations:

For example:
Wesley Tiger once said, “Iowa Wesleyan students are fantastic”!



For publication purposes, the Iowa Wesleyan Marketing team has the right to modify quotations
with or without the original speaker’s input.

Phone numbers
Publically shared university phone numbers should be ten digits in length and include the area
code. They should appear in the following format 319-385-8021 OR 319.385.8021 to allow for
maximum legibility.  As applicable, extensions may be included after the phone number using
the abbreviation “ext.” (with a period) for either format.  For example: 800.582.2383 ext. 6242
Note: The website directory exclusively uses the hyphen format.

Time and Dates
All published dates should appear in either a “Month Day, Year” or “mm/dd/yyyy” format.  Dates
should not include ordinal indicators, i.e., the second day of June should be written as “June 2”
not “June 2nd.”

Times should appear in a numerical format and should be consistent in format.  If one time in a
series is not at the top of the hour, all times should include the double-zero minute marker, i.e.,
times should appear as “5:00 PM - 5:30 PM,” “6 PM-7 PM,” or “5:00 PM-6:00 PM,” not “5
PM-5:30 PM.”  For clarity purposes, all times should indicate “AM” or “PM.”
Note: While there are multiple ways to denote “AM” or “PM,” Iowa Wesleyan has elected to write
it in capital letters with no periods between them.  Additionally, there should be a space between
the final numerical digit and “AM” or “PM.”

Disclaimer: Time and date consistency within an individual piece are more important than the
specific rules outlined above.  The type of design piece may necessitate stylistic variations.
However, IW and IW-affiliated websites should always follow the above guidelines.

University Name Change
Iowa Wesleyan University has previously been known as “Iowa Wesleyan College” (abbreviated
to IWC).  Contemporary publications should not use the previous name except when necessary
for historical reference.  When referring to alumni who graduated in 2015 or before, it is
acceptable to make the disclaimer that they graduated from IWC; many alumni hold fond
feelings about the old name and appreciate it when we recognize the name the institution had
when they attended.

In instances where you are uncertain if “University” or “College” should be used, simply using
the shortened “Iowa Wesleyan” is generally acceptable.


